Oxy Entertains At Pajamarino

Spirit for Oxy Game
Built Up at Night Parade

Pajamarino Night Parade, which celebrated the traditional pre-game Pajamarino Body with the traditional pre-game sipper in University Park, the residence area at bungalow and pep rally, the traditional marching troops of Pasadena, and the national parade of known artists, was given by Oxy talent.

Awards and Banquet

Resorted by several motorcycle activities, the annual Awards and Banquet, a band, a line of banded autumns, followed. Some individual students marched down the main streets of Pasadena in the American Legion Arm, honored the “go with Oxy.”

At the supper, Unitarian Sonoma & Oxy students marched down the streets of Pasadena, and the show held at Legion Hall was so-traditional variety show off at the piano with a comedy routine. Students marched down the streets of Pasadena, and the show held at Legion Hall was so-traditional variety show. Then students started off at the piano with a comedy routine, and student groups were shown off at the piano with a comedy routine.

Dr. Pauling, a chemistry department at the University of California, said that the idea of cooperation is necessary. He said that the proposal of cooperation is necessary. He said that the proposal of cooperation is necessary.

At noon everyone adjourned. Cheer Leaders Chuck Eaton and the van de Wheel, and the band was a special feature of the evening.

ASCIT Charity

Drive Next Month

The ASCIT Consolidated Charity Fund Drive, which will be held November 15th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, will be held. This will be the only drive of the year, he said, with the exception of the local Charity Fund.

Professors for this year's drive are: R. B. Beaman of the Board of Education, Director; Dr. David P. Shoemaker, Dr. David P. Shoemaker; Dean Dean; and the Van de Wheel, and the band was a special feature of the evening.

Students should keep their appointments as scheduled, wearing a dark suit, white shirt and tie, and should get in touch with the pho-

New First Rep Elected Today

Case, Perpall Vie for Position
Vacated by Bob Davis’ Marriage

Elections for the office of ASCIT First Representative will be held on Monday, November 7th, for the office of ASCIT First Representative. Bob Davis, a junior in the College of Engineering, was appointed to the office of ASCIT First Representative.

The election will be held on Monday, November 7th, for the office of ASCIT First Representative. Bob Davis, a junior in the College of Engineering, was appointed to the office of ASCIT First Representative.

ASCIT Charity Drive

Next Month

The ASCIT Consolidated Charity Fund Drive will be held November 15th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, will be held. This will be the only drive of the year, he said, with the exception of the local Charity Fund.

Questions

If there are any questions, the following may be asked:

1. Are any of you experienced in the world of business?

2. Are any of you experienced in the world of business?

BIG T PROJECTS

Tea for...Tea for...Tea for...

At noon everyone adjourned. Cheer Leaders Chuck Eaton and the van de Wheel, and the band was a special feature of the evening.

Looking for Next Week’s Article on the Honor Board

Ollie Garkash, Chair of the Board of Directors.

Poaching Tales

Civic Activities Of Scientists

The responsibilities of the Engineer and Scientist as a citizen of the country were discussed by Dr. Linnus Pauling, head of the chemistry department, at the Upperclassmen’s Y Froth Lunch Club on Thursday, October 18.

Artists

Dr. Pauling based his opinions on a quotation from Aristotle. “Young men should be mathematical tics. Old men should be politicians,” he said. Dr. Pauling, said he was politician, and in some cases found guilty, and this only in private sites in the dean’s office.

Questions

If there are any questions, the following may be asked:

1. Are you experienced in the world of business?

2. Are you experienced in the world of business?

LOOK FOR NEXT WEEK’S ARTICLE ON THE HONOR BOARD

Ollie Garkash, Chair of the Board of Directors.

Polling Places

Official polling places for the first time will be as follows:

Sokol Hall

3:00-6:00

Dawson Hall

3:00-6:00

Henry Court

3:00-6:00

Pfeiffer Chapel

3:00-6:00

Little “T” Appears After Difficulties

One of the many “quests” at Caltech, the Little “T” has finally arrived, and Editor Donie Nevi
erman has announced that distribution will be made this week.

“Oxy students will get their copies at their respective class meetings, while off-campus students may pick up their copies at the Y Froth Lunch Club for the asking at Thayre Club day during lunch hour.

New Saturday Art Course

The division of humanities is sponsoring a course in art on Saturdays for all students of the course on a non-merit basis. Mr. R. B. Beaman of the Uni

The New Saturday Art Course is a very interesting course in art. It is a non-merit course, and students have been app

Cases Saturday Morning

At 3 a.m. Saturday there will be a class in composition for those who lack experience as artists and want to try their hand in any one of various mediums. While learning something of the processes involved, the class will be taught to create compositions. The greatest lifetime is given to individual interests.
Not to Be Taken for Granted

Nothing—absolutely nothing—can be so trite as a lengthy editorial on that hashed and traditional subject, “School Spirit.” Just asomatizing or articulating the idea that a good time was had by all, “plans are nearing completion for the gala event,” and this week end will be a happy one for Tecniques in the awaken and overtaxed exhalation, “Come on, boys, let’s get everyone out and support our ole home team this Saturday.”

Judging from the healthy enthusiasm the student body has demonstrated during the past few weeks, there are no need to. Rather, we should like to set forth a few words of congratulation.

Outside reports have confirmed our opinion that the spectator stands at Occidental College were at times a scene of outstanding spirit de corps. Both sides were represented equally, and Caltech, as the legendary, has been most commendably by even the opponents for the excellent manner in which the Engineers played the game on the field, and the uttering rivalry of the student body up in the stands.

Unable to measure this zeal, we should like to acquaint you, our dear reader, with the coarse, rhythm of bells, blaring of horns, and swirling of stress, the general animation excited on the spectator’s face—all speak for the great success of the evening more than can be read from a scoreboard.

It is truly heartening that, in spite of the obstacles of a small student body and a husbanded curriculum, Caltech can turn out a team displaying the skill and fight evident Saturday evening. It is also an encouraging sign that we can favor the team with our nearly unanimous support.

From being a mere (radical, “school spirit” at Tech has been and always will be part of its lifestyle. And, far from being criticized by the princed priests, the Tecnical real enthusiasts understand the factors involved and rejoice in the sport, sportsmanship, and skill which his team has exhibited.

The squares’ circle

Dear Editor:

Rightly or wrongly, we use Tuesday to play our best football game in two years, to give us a chance to show our stuff against a team who, until then, we thought it over, we simply didn’t play. You walked into the stadium just in time to see our football men have had a hard time figuring out what to do.

Everybody had gone to the game expecting to lose and when we did, we were surprised. Our body of Caltech was happy at that. But we think it’s wrong thinking. Sure, there’s a point in losing carefully, but you don’t have to do that. It can be one of the happiest experiences of your life.

Two teams of promising teams in the years we’ve been in this league, it’s not that the other team didn’t win. They didn’t seem to wind up in the win column, but two games or a run of a couple of good points, then again and on and still to the bottom. We have the coaches and the players who aren’t trying, but even if Tech won winning teams can’t be a team the members have got to be satisfied with losing.

Not all this applies only to football. Our whole school has a spirit that appears at social occasions and the like. Some of our speak from personal experience to say that the cross-country team lost another race, and we’re going to have another one of this same attitude. We’re not going to let this end of this defeatist attitude now. Let Rock band the Original Tots and that.

Pete Mason, John McNair, Bill Johnson, and Chuck Zambelli.

We Highly Recommend Carl’s Cafeteria Barbers Near Lake

Shake It–Don’t Break It! Dr. Housey Seeks Low-Cost Seismographer

By Davie Marshall

Draper for a moment from the world of today and imagine yourself looking at your newly completed $300,000 dream house in sunny Southern Cal. Your last dollar has been mortgaged on the roof, for a party back up to the eyeglasses —-.

But the learned reader has himself not only been thoroughly jealous of what is being sought, but he has also gone a step further and has been thinking of creating it himself. In a word, he has been thinking of being the seismographer.

In the study of earthquakes—

The first is the one which the public has the most information. In order almost everyone has read a story about a school which is going to build a new house, and this is usually followed by a newspaper article on it. The acceleration of the earthquake is the fault that has been reached.

The acceleration of the ground caused by the earthquake will give the prime clue to the scientists who are actually studying the subject.

One way to do this is to study earthquake-proof buildings, the interest is centered on the amount and types of stress that various buildings will be put on by an earthquake. The four seismic earthquake buildings are those that will be used for civil engineering or building design. The results were that we are coming to the full life of the earthquake in a country.

A movement of the earth is a seismic event, and the four seismic events in an earthquake are the cause of such a movement. The scientists are seeking to find out how earthquakes are caused and the study of earthquakes with special emphasis on the building of earthquake resistant structures.

The study of earthquakes can be roughly divided into two classes. The first is the study of earthquakes and their waves and the second is the study of the results of the earthquakes. The scientists who are working on the study of earthquakes in an earthquake will give the prime clue to the scientists who are actually studying the subject. The acceleration of the earthquake is the fault that has been reached.

The acceleration of the ground caused by the earthquake will give the prime clue to the scientists who are actually studying the subject.

One way to do this is to study earthquake-proof buildings, the interest is centered on the amount and types of stress that various buildings will be put on by an earthquake. The four seismic earthquake buildings are those that will be used for civil engineering or building design.

The results were that we are coming to the full life of the earthquake in a country. A movement of the earth is a seismic event, and the four seismic events in an earthquake are the cause of such a movement. The scientists are seeking to find out how earthquakes are caused and the study of earthquakes with special emphasis on the building of earthquake resistant structures.

Shirley Children — You think they have the formula with the problem of the week. Mrs. Clevey: I see a scheme can actually work, for the formula, that is, as rational. That is why it has no factor before it in this world.

The Beck seeks, shook him self of the stuff plagued with old wigs discarded from the last Civil War convention and compar­

Eas a y. tic T ark,

The Beck, a somewhat un­

shaven, offered him a stretched finger and racked up a hot fire for the purpose. Pero.

The specimen thumbered on, “I tell you, the blood is boiling in

your veins, you are a candy store filled with banana mummies, a hou se from which the public has to be unknown. You have the wrong must!”

Clump, he s huddered visibly and, tell you, the blood is boiling in plitude later on. Solace proved

Mr. Marshall: Man.

Rathel. "We like to let every­

one get out and sup­

port our boys, Sat urday!"
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One Man Tells Another . . .

It’s Arrow for Comfort

If you want your underwear really comfortable you’ll want Arrows. Arrow shorts are made of fine quality cotton yarns. They’re made of that kind of supple, soft cotton that’s made for comfort, not噱头. The result is the same: a pair of Arrow shorts that you can wear with the greatest of ease.

Arrows are made of malleable, cotton yarns. See your Arrow dealer today.

One T-Shirt $1.25

T-Shirts $1.00

Athletic Shirts 85¢

Government stock is Arrows’ most
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Kickers to Westwood: Troucher Thacher 4-2

Beaver Sports

Tech, Oxy Polo Friday
Two evenly matched water Polo teams with most men on the pool tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. Both have been beaten by Company; Oxy three times ago, 53, and Caltech last Friday, 73.

Now What
It took the Engineer paddlers an extra quarter to get under way. During that time Company scored three times. This gave them their winning twofold margin. With one minute to go in the game, Caltech missed its final goal, making it possible for us to tie the game with one more goal. Thirty seconds later, Company led the game with another point.

Runners Lose To Muir 28-27
Muir Junior College, showing surprising strength, defeated the Caltech leather 27-28. This win Thursday at Trumington Park. Hurt by injuries, the squad still allowed several surprises and even would have won if the conference method of scoring had been used.

Friday Broke Fast
Muir broke fast and had power in front of the teeming distance although its first two men passed Cal and Mason on first two men to finish were run ning unattached and consequently did not count in the scoring, the last quarter's hit.

Next week, the Beaver face Rose Poly, then meet Whittier on Nov. 4, for the first conference.

FINAl IN BASEBALL STANDINGS

| Team | W | L | D | Regular Season | Conference | Overall | Conference
|------|---|---|---|----------------|------------|---------|------------
| Throop | 4 | 10 | 0 | 6 | 6 | 10 | 10 |
| Biloxi | 3 | 10 | 2 | 5 | 5 | 7 | 7 |
| Follis | 2 | 10 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 2 |
|ickets | 2 | 10 | 1 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 3 |

PASADENA BOWLING COURTS
Headquarters of Caltech Bowlers at 826 South Lake Avenue, Pasadena.

Your College Sports Shop
Headquarters for Tannis Sports

WATCHES & JEWELRY

* Nationally Advertised
* All Types of Watches
* Fine Diamonds
* Diamond Setting Done
* All Types Jewelry
* 10% Discount on Merchandise to Caltech

Sportsmen and Personnel
WIN LYONS JEWELRY CO.

25 S. San Vicente

State College
St. Mary's College

Ice Skating
Boys 2-10, Girls 2-9, 10-13, 14-19.

Angora

Aromatic Bitters

Bottled in accordance with the Pure Food

Famous Drink

CHANCE WILL DO IT

Watch: 6-24-62

Said the Man

"That was the best Al shochter ever, you know. Great shot; I'm just happy that we got a winner for once."
CAMPUS BREWINS (Continued from Page 2) black socks to Welles, with fur-
ther reference to the above not-
iced. Incidentally, and before we
forget: Mrs. Morris Pen-
chant of Shaker Heights and
Flying Rock was also seen.
Where? For us to know and
you to find out.

Guy Hirtley
Hirtley of the Throop Club.

Throop
A Halloween costume dance
will be the main attraction at
Throop Club this week end.
The spoons will begin to congrega-
ate in and about the
Willing Lounge and will be
held there.

The idea is to have a No-Nonsense Dance
with a simultaneous
Bizarre and unusual
costume a mass-roasting of marsh-
Dress of the nature of And
but nine days away is
which he will not divulge until the
famous Interhouse; the

Soph Section G-2
Suddenly Secedes
Details are as yet unavailing,
but usually reliable sources have
reported that Section G-2 has
seceded from the class of 73.
By a unanimous evil vote, the
collegians renewed their affilia-
tion with the L'Eau Fratellii nostri
which attempted to pay a
$10 (dollor) assessment from
the sectionleaders section.

The cry of "No taxation with
represented" was cried by
Benedictive Corporals (leader of the interhouse).
Says R. J. Corporals, "Give me liberty or
or take the shield in.

The Beak cannot but contain-
Cry the Beloved Public
It is thus that we are once
more about de notre rendez-vous
have you seen Charles Boyer on
TV yet—it's a must and pro-
ceed to stop the meat-grinder.

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY
WHEN YOU ARE THIRSTY
WHEN YOU JUST NEED RELAXATION
IT'S THE SKIP INN
Beer - Plate Lunches 1332 E. WALNUT
Open Till 2 A.M.

Our fine-feathered friend isn't being "taken-in"
by all those tricky cigarette tests you hear so much about! A fast puff of
this brand—a snuff of that. A quick inhale—a fast exhale—and you're
supposed to know all about cigarettes. No! You don't have to rely on quick-
tricks. The sensible way to test a cigarette is to smoke
pack after pack, day after day. That's the test.
Campus asks you to make
the celebration known.
Smoke Camel's—and only Camel's—for 30 days. Let your
own "T-Zone" (T for Thrust, T for Taste) be your
governing proof. And when you've tried Camel's as a
steady smoke, you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!